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  Design Fundamentals 
Shape 

When I began my life as a painter I was working as an architect. My job was to think in three 
dimensions and to design "things". Things in this case meaning buildings. My whole design life 
revolved around three-dimensional things.  

As a painter one lives in a two-dimensional world utilizing a flat surface to create two-dimensional 
images. So the artist's job is to translate three-dimensional objects or things, into two-dimensional 
flat, interlocking shapes. This difference in "seeing” is often challenging for  beginning artists – 
and it was for me as a beginner. Understanding shapes is a basic necessity in learning how to 
compose a good work of art. This transition in thinking and seeing took me many years to fully 
understand and master.  

What are shapes?  

Shapes are all of the areas of your paintings. They are generally distinguished by contrasts in 
value, color, or bounded by contours of line. Shapes should vary in size. Legendary instructor 
Edgar Whitney used an easy-to-remember example for sizing shapes: Papa Bear, Momma Bear 
and Baby Bear sized shapes. When composing a painting design, everything is a shape. You 
should no longer think of things: trees, rocks, sky, grass; but rather shapes: a tree shape, a rock 
shape, a sky shape, grass shape. Everything in your painting design is a shape, not a thing.  

Let’s now focus on what makes a good or bad shape. Bad shapes are static shapes that don’t 
interlock with the shapes around them. Examples of bad shapes are squares, equilateral triangles 
and circles. These are all static shapes because they all have sides of equal measure. Good 
shapes will have direction or movement, they overlap and interlock with the shapes around them. 
I like the example of a jigsaw puzzle piece as a good shape. It has indentions and extensions so 
that it interlocks tightly with the shapes around it – which makes it a good shape. The downside to 
jigsaw puzzle pieces are that they are all the same size. Your shapes should vary in size from 
large to small. Often the smallest shapes are used toward or around your center of interest, 
because that is where you want the most detail to occur.    

I often check the shapes in my paintings to make sure they vary in size, interlock with their 
neighbors, and are interesting to view. I do this by utilizing architect’s tracing paper. You can buy it 
in rolls from any art supply store – it is usually sold with the drafting supplies. I take this tracing 
paper and lay it over the top of a dry painting and trace my shapes with a large marker. The great 
thing about this technique is that it truly isolates your shapes so that you can analyze them. Once 
you do several paintings you will most likely see a pattern emerge. Maybe your shapes are all a 
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similar size and they need more variety. Maybe they don’t interlock with other shapes as well as 
they should. Maybe they are not interesting. You can analyze any recurring patterns to make sure 
you work on correcting the deficiencies in your next series of paintings.  

Now you have become a Shape-Maker! 


